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fl~mseiA & Roussel J. Motivational properties of frustration: L Effect on a
running response ofthe addition of frustration to the motivational complex.
I. Exp. Psycho!. 43:363-8, 1952.
(Department of Psychology. Newcomb College, Thiane University. New Orleans. LAJ
This paper described a simple method for investigating the ene,~izingeffects of frustrative nonreward on goal-directed instrumental responses. It
served as the basis for a theory that attempted to
integrate the partial reinforcement extinction effe~.d:scriminatfr,ri learning, ar4 a n’smber of
other reward-schedule effects ~i insti imentzil
learning. [The SCI® and the SSCI® indicate that
this paper has been cited in more than 280 publications.l ___________________
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The Origin of the “Frustration Effect”
Abram Amsel
pepartment of Psychology
University ofTexas
Austin, TX 78712’
In 1951,1 presented my first paper at a conference—at a meeting of the Southern Socely for
Philosophy and Psychology in Roanoke, Vi,nia.
ft was tided “A three-factor theory of inhibition:
an addition to Hull’s two-factor theory~(An
extension of this paper was subsequently submitted to our premier theoretical journal, the
Psychological Review, and was proiupdy rejected.) The burden ofthe paper was that Clark
Hull’s two-factor theory of inhibition, as presented in his famous book, P~indplesofBdsavlogY was incomplete because it did not indude a
concept of anticipated frustration, alone with
reactive inhibition (Ii) and conditioned inhibition (sla), in its explanation of the response suppression that occurs when previously reinforced
responses are subjected to experimental exlinction—that it, are no longer reinforced. Hull’s
earlier conception of the fractional anticipatory
goal response (rG-sc) was my model, and Iproposed fractional anticipatory frustration (r~-sg),a
h,pothetical Pavlovian conditioned response, as
the third inhibitory factor: When added to Is and
six, ri-sr completed the inhibitory triad.
As a young experimental psychologist, just out
of graduate school at the University of Iowa,
where Bridgman’s concept of operational definition had been favorably discussed, it was now
incumbent on me to provide an empirical basis
for this hypothetical ri-sr. I had defined it as a
conditioned-response form of the unconditioned
response, primary frustration (Ri). The definition
of the unconditioned stimulus needed to elicit
the unconditioned response (R,) seemed to me
straightforward: the disconflrmation of a reward

expectancy; that is, the omsss.on or a
that previously had been present (allowing a
response. How to measure R~
was then the prob-

The solution came to me in the form of a
variant of the sinofr straight-nmway apparatus
then in frequent use with laboratory rats. ~1he
suWects for the experiment were the pro~iyof
three pregnant rats sent down from Iowa; there
were then no animal faalities at Newcomb Col-

lege.) Built out of pine boards and hardwaredoth mesh, the apparatus consisted of two
straight nmways in series: S1arthox-~Runway

1—iGoalbox 1—bkunway 2—sGóalbox 2. The
Goalbox of Runway 1 became the Starthox for
Runway 2. The other item of equipment was a
stopwatch. The idea was to run hungry rats
down this “double-runway,” first giving reward
(R) in both goalboxes; then, after reward expectancy was built up in both goalboxes, to institute
test trials in which, on a random half of the
trials, responses in Runway ito Goalbox I were
not rewarded. Speeds in Runway 2 foflowi
these N-trials would then be compared w
speeds in Runway 2 following the intermixed
R-trials, and the increase in N-speeds over the
R.-speeds in Runway 2 would be the measure of
primary frustration (Ri). This unconditioned response for the conditioned response of antidpa-,..
tory frustration (ri-si) is the third inhibitory factor that I thought should be added to Hull’s
other two. It turned out that the invigoration of
the response in Runway 2, which caine to be
known as the “frustration effect,” was a reliable s,.
and stable finding (though others differed on its
interpretation), and the double runway became
a standard method for investi~atlngthe variables
that affect the strength of primary frustration. I
was surprised at the popularity and the application of this simple idea and procedu..i, and I
thought of (and still think ofl this experiment,
which I conducted with Jacqueline Roussel, an
undergraduate student at Newcomb College,
Tulane University, Louisiana, as a small, albeit
necessar~step in the theoretical sequence that I
intended to pursue in the 1951 paper. The elaboration of a more comprehensive theory of reward-schedule effects in instrumental learning,
frustration theory, emerged some years later in
several theoretical papers, two 2of3 which also
were designated Citation Classics. ,
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